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Another quarter, and the volatility 
continues. At the time of writing, the 
S&P was once again approaching 
record highs, despite the ongoing 
trade war drama between the US 
and China. Since the last publication, 
both sides have ratcheted up tariffs, 
although some of these have been 
either delayed or “rolled back” in a 

conciliatory gesture to get negotiations off to a positive start. 
The problem is that there is no confidence that this will result 
in a deal between the two nations. Most investors expect that 
it is only a question of time before President Trump loses his 
patience once again. In the meantime, growth is slowing, and 
so too is earnings growth – although that is to be expected 
after a period of very strong corporate profitability. Earnings 
for the S&P are growing at 10% year-on-year, which is solid. 
But our concern lies in the fact that the P/E ratio is once again 
breaching the 20x level – certainly at the top end of the range. 
We do not expect a collapse in US equities – far from it – but 
believe that volatility will continue, and investors should expect 
more muted returns over the next 12 months. 

Three years and three months since 
the referendum on Brexit, and this 
issue continues to dominate day-to-
day sentiment in the UK. Over the 
past quarter, the prime minister has 
changed, based on a pledge to exit 
by end October. In order to achieve 
this, various political manoeuvres 
were undertaken, all of which seem 

to have been largely thwarted. So, where does this leave the 
UK? The risk of a “no deal Brexit” is receding, but kicking 
the can down the road is not a long-term solution either. 
Furthermore, it looks increasingly likely that the UK will have 
another general election before the end of the year. Whilst 
the Conservatives appear to have a marginal lead, one would 
be foolish to take that for granted, given that Prime Minster 
May assumed the same thing, and then found herself forced 
into a coalition. The impact for economics is more uncertainty 
– something with which we are only too familiar – and 
uncertainty is a drag on the economy. Q2 GdP growth was 
negative – the first quarterly contraction since mid-2012. Let’s 
hope that a resolution to the impasse comes sooner rather 
than later. 
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The more things change, the more 
things stay the same. In a reaction 
to slowing growth and plummeting 
bond yields, the ECB elected to cut 
interest rates and embark on a new 
round of QE. Other countries are 
expected to cut interest rates as well 
– the US should cut again at the end 
of this month, and again before the 
end of the year. But the introduction of QE highlights the issue 
that Europe faces – because interest rates are already so low, 
there are few other alternatives to stimulate growth. The US 
does not have this problem because rates were increased 
over the past 2 years – so whilst rates are hardly high – at 
least they have room to be flexible. 

Economic growth is weak, especially in the core engine of 
Germany, but the ECB’s move is also a reaction to global 
conditions, the impact of the trade war, and the uncertainty 
around Brexit, which is also affecting European companies. 
Nonetheless, European shares are trading at 12-month highs, 
partly because cash and bonds are so unattractive.
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It has been a tricky quarter for Asian 
stocks, noticeably Hong Kong. 
Sentiment has been severely dented 
by the political protests against the 
extradition laws, with HK-based 
corporates in a catch-22 situation 
between Beijing and the West. In 
addition, disruptions to flights and 
airports has caused a drop off in 
tourism and travel – an important part of the local economy. 
In addition, Asia, given its close ties to China, stands to lose 
from a prolonged trade war, given that the Chinese economy 
is slowing down and stimulus measures are deemed too little 
to make a material difference to growth. These issues are 
reflected in the weak performance of the Hang Seng Index. 
returns were negative for the year at the end of August, but 
have recovered as China finally backed down on the proposed 
laws – although protests continue. In Australia, the economy 
is weak, which has forced the rBA to cut rates, with more 
expected. Yet this hasn’t stopped their market from nearing 
all-time highs. 
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The fate of the Pound 
rests firmly with Brexit 
at the moment. As 
explained in earlier 
sections, the outcome 
of Brexit is far from 
certain. After Johnson 

was elected prime minister, the Pound fell to 
almost fresh lows as a “no deal Brexit” drew 
nearer. But this has now been challenged, and 
this option is receding. Hence the sharp rally in 
the Pound over the last week. In our opinion, 
there is a lot of water still to flow under this 
bridge (including a general election), so expect 
the currency to be volatile. In our opinion, the 
Pound may test its lows again. 
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despite weak growth 
across the Eurozone 
which culminated in the 
reintroduction of QE 
last week, the euro has 
remained reasonably 
strong, especially 

against the Pound after Johnson was elected 
prime minister. Some of that strength has 
dissipated recently as the risk of “no deal” 
has receded. We do not expect significant 
strength in the Euro, given the resumption of 
QE and weak growth. A weak currency will be 
of benefit to Germany (large exporter) as well 
as the peripheral countries, which rely heavily 
on tourism.  

gbP vs eUr

Concerns over 
deteriorating global 
growth normally weigh 
heavily on commodity-
exporting countries 
such as Australia and 
South Africa. After 

all, weaker growth implies less demand for 
exports. Furthermore, the rBA has cut interest 
rates twice this year, which should further 
undermine the currency. Yet, the Aussie dollar 
has held up well against the Pound. We do 
not expect this to last, given renewed Pound 
strength and continue to see commodity 
currencies as vulnerable to both the trade war 
and expectations of global growth. 
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Ab Inbev
Ticker: ABI BB share in issue (m):  2,019 
domicile: Belgium market Cap (bn)  € 179.2 
Price: 8875 Year end: december
Currency: EUr sector: Beverages

Year ePs dPs
2014 409 225
2015 469 266
2016 256 360
2017 358 360
2018 292 153

forecasts
Year ePs dPs
2019 443 183 192 100
2020 448 185
2021 492 187

valuation
ratio Pe ratio Yield
Current  30.4 1.7%
1yr fwd  20.0 2.1%

VolUmE GrowTh
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Salient points:
AB Inbev has had rather a torrid time since its merger with SABMiller. Prior to the merger, it 
traded as high as €125/share, but fell to just €57 last December. Reasons for the collapse included 
declining volumes, margin pressure, and excessive debt, which forced the company to cut its 
dividend by 50% in 2018. Happily, 2019 has proved to be a better year. To date, the share has 
rallied almost 50% from its low point. We ascribe the change in trend to the following:
1. An improvement in volumes. There was no doubt that ABI suffered from “indigestion” 

post the merger with SAB. With management having their hands full to rationalize the two 
companies, we think its understandable that they took their eyes off the ball. After a weak 
period, volumes are growing again - the last quarter was their best volume performance in 
5 years.

2. An improvement in the core US market. The US accounts for 25% of revenues and operating 
profit, so what happens here is important. ABI has been struggling in the US due to the 
migration away from beer to other alcohols, the rise of craft, and the popularity of low-carb 
options. These are being addressed. Volumes are stable, and hence margins as well. 

3. The combination of improving volumes and ongoing efficiencies, some of which have come 
from the merger with SAB, has fueled an improvement in margins. (ABI has saved $3.1 billion 
in costs since the merger with SAB.) Whilst margins are seasonal, there has been a steady 
improvement over time, with the company continuing to guide for ongoing, incremental 
gains.

4. Finally, the company has taken action to address their excessive debt levels. The most 
recent actions to address this include the sale of Carlton & United Breweries to Asahi, which 
raised $11.3 billion, and the proposed IPO of Budweiser (Asia Pacific Region) in Hong Kong. 
Together with rising revenues, and savings from a reduced dividend payout, debt levels are 
starting to fall, albeit that they have a long way to go. The company has a target Debt/EBITDA 
ratio of less than 2x, vs the current ratio of 4.58x. By the end of 2020, they anticipate that the 
ratio will be below 4x. Lower debt levels imply a lower interest expense and therefore higher 
earnings, so there is a dual benefit. 
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ConsTellATIon brAnds
Ticker: STZ US share in issue (m):  167 
domicile: USA market Cap (bn)  $39.60 
Price: 20650 Year end: February
Currency: USd sector: Beverages

Year ePs dPs
2015 444 0
2016 543 124
2017 676 160
2018 872 208
2019 928 296

forecasts
Year ePs dPs
2020 860 301 192 100
2021 962 318
2022 1133 347

valuation
ratio Pe ratio Yield
Current  22.3 1.4%
1yr fwd  24.0 1.5%
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Salient points:
Constellation is the largest US alcoholic beverage company, with a portfolio of brands 
that spans beer, wine and spirits. Beer brands include Corono and Modelo. Despite the 
company’s size, they are focused almost exclusively on the US, with international sales 
accounting for just 3% of revenues.
1. In order to remain relevant, Constellation has performed a thorough review of their 

portfolio, with the result that many smaller brands have been sold. This will reduce 
complexity, distribution costs and admin expenses, allowing for incremental margin 
expansion. 

2. In the beer category, they are far better positioned than most to capture the trend 
towards premiumization and craft. High-end categories are growing at 5% p.a, 
vs an overall decline of 1% p.a for the overall beer market. For the past 6 years, 
Constellation have achieved double-digit growth in beer revenues. 

3. Due to a constant focus on innovation and new products, Constellation have 
invested heavily in Canopy Growth Corp, one of the largest cannabis companies 
listed in Canada. They are developing new products as attitudes towards cannabis 
change, and are well placed to capture the deregulation of the US market. The 
company anticipates that Canopy will generate $1 billion in revenues by the end of 
2020 – which highlights the potential for this industry.

4. Cash flows are very strong, and whilst there has been a rise in debt recently, that was 
to fund the further investment into Canopy. Constellation has returned $4 billion to 
shareholders in the past 3 years, through a combination of dividends and share 
buybacks. Over the next three years, it anticipates that a further $4.5 billion will be 
returned, whilst still maintaining its superior credit rating, and reducing debt. 
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dIAgeo
Ticker: dGE LN share in issue (m):  2,362 
domicile: UK market Cap (bn)  £79.10 
Price: 3350 Year end: June
Currency: GBP sector: Beverages

Year ePs dPs
2015 89 56
2016 89 59
2017 108 62
2018 119 65
2019 131 69

forecasts
Year ePs dPs
2020 142 73 192 100
2021 153 78
2022 167 83

valuation
ratio Pe ratio Yield
Current  25.6 2.1%
1yr fwd  23.6 2.2%
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Salient points:
Diageo has a superb portfolio of brands, encompassing both spirits and beer. It includes such 
iconic names as Johnnie Walker, Tanqueray, and Guinness. 
1. A few years ago, Diageo was stagnant and lacked innovation. Volume growth was 

negative, and hence organic growth was zero. The valuation languished as a result. 
Fast forward five years and a lot has changed. The company has delivered four years 
of rising organic growth, through a combination of both volume growth and price / mix 
changes. The year ended June 2019 was the strongest yet. What is encouraging is that 
volume growth remains firmly positive, and ongoing innovation has allowed them to 
raise prices. 

2. Spirits accounts for the bulk of their business. The proportion of sales from each 
territory differs quite widely – especially in Africa where spirit penetration is well below 
the global norm. This represents an opportunity over the medium term. Diageo is also 
very well placed in the Indian market – a competitive country but one with enormous 
potential (both in terms of natural growth and growth through deregulation.)

3. The combination of volume growth and ongoing cost efficiencies has resulted in a steady 
improvement to operating margins – now at a record high. Management are confident 
that further margin improvement is possible, although the rate of improvement will 
slow.

4. Despite its strong brand portfolio, the company continues to invest in new brands. 
Recent acquisitions have focused on tequila and baijiu, a local Chinese spirit.  

5. Like its peers, Diageo generates significant free cash flow. Last year, free cash flow was 
£2.6 billion. The company has a progressive dividend policy (i.e., it would like to raise the 
dividend steadily over time), but will also return excess cash to shareholders. Current 
debt levels are comfortably within management’s target range, and hence the company 
has guided to a share buyback over the remainder of this year. 
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heIneken
Ticker: HEIA NA share in issue (m):  576 
domicile: Nether-

lands
market Cap (bn)  € 56.1 

Price: 9750 Year end: december
Currency: EUr sector: Beverages

Year ePs dPs
2014 305 110
2015 357 130
2016 368 134
2017 394 147
2018 425 160

forecasts
Year ePs dPs
2019 441 170 192 100
2020 476 184
2021 514 198

valuation
ratio Pe ratio Yield
Current  22.9 1.6%
1yr fwd  22.1 1.7%

Salient points:
Whilst Heineken used to be almost exclusively a one-brand company, that has changed 
significantly over the past ten years. The company has built a suite of formidable brands 
alongside its core Heineken brand. Investors might be familiar with Amstel and SOL in 
particular. Heineken has also diversified into ciders and craft beer, to ensure that it caters 
to every taste. 
1. Volume growth has been excellent from the company – a mix of both organic growth 

and through acquisition. Total volumes have grown strongly (see chart below), 
outpacing the growth in the core Heineken brand. But last year saw a reversal of 
that trend as adjacent products (such as Heineken 0.0) have boosted demand. 
Heineken 0.0 is now available in 51 countries, and continues to grow strongly. This 
highlights the need for brewers to remain relevant and offer products to meet 
changing circumstances. 

2. Whilst Heineken does have a global footprint, it has a strong presence in Asia, and 
is well positioned for growth in key markets such as Vietnam and Thailand. Tiger, 
originally a local Singaporean beer, is now regarded as the top premium brand 
across Asia. 

3. The merger of SABMiller into AB Inbev has created opportunities for other global 
brands to jostle for position. Last year, Heineken announced a joint venture with 
China Resources enterprise (CRE) to market their brands across that country, 
including Hong Kong and Macau. CRE was previously SABMiller’s JV partner, but 
this was unwound as one of the conditions of the merger. 

4. Like its peers, cash flows are strong, and debt is in line with management’s guidance. 
Heineken generates strong cash flows, but reinvests almost €2 billion per year into 
capex and expansion. Excess cash is returned to shareholders via dividends rather 
than share buybacks. 
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roYAl UnIbrew
Ticker: rBrEW dC share in issue (m):  50 
domicile: denmark market Cap (bn)  kr. 27.50 
Price: 55500 Year end: december
Currency: dKK sector: Beverages

Year ePs dPs
2014 1159 680
2015 1290 720
2016 1460 815
2017 1605 890
2018 2041 1080

forecasts
Year ePs dPs
2019 2239 1205 192 100
2020 2404 1279
2021 2559 1360

valuation
ratio Pe ratio Yield
Current  27.2 1.9%
1yr fwd  24.8 2.2%
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Salient points:
Royal Unibrew is probably the least known of the large beverage companies, yet don’t 
take that as an indication that the company is inferior to its peers. Quite the contrary. 
1. RU is not globally diversified, but is essentially focused on Europe. Its sales are 

broken down into 3 regions, namely Western Europe (Denmark, its home country, 
Germany, France and Italy), the Baltic region (including the Nordic countries), and 
then international sales. International sales only comprise 8% of volumes, so there 
is plenty of room for expansion in future, if required. The chart below highlights how 
they have intentionally diversified away from their home base over recent years. 

2. RU started life as a brewer, but has diversified aggressively into adjacent categories 
and non-alcoholic beverages. Beer only accounts for 38% of revenues, whilst non-
alcoholic drinks make up 49%. The balance comes from other alcohols, such as cider 
and ready-to-drink cocktails. 

3. Due to strong cash flow generation, Royal Unibrew has a strong balance sheet with 
which to pursue acquisitions. Last year it concluded 3 across Europe, which has 
strengthened their portfolio, and which will allow them to extract efficiencies. This 
is reflected in the strong margin growth over time, and which has also translated 
into a rising return on equity ratio.

4. Royal Unibrew has the strongest balance sheet of all the companies covered here. 
Net debt stands at DKK 2.5 billion (equivalent to approximately $370 million.) 
Relative to earnings, Net Debt / EDITDA stands at 1.5x, significantly below the peer 
group. Consequently, they continuously return cash to shareholders, through both 
buybacks and dividends. Over the past five years, they have cancelled 11% of their 
shares in issue. We see no reason for this to change. 
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name Country sector description

Allianz Germany Financials This financial services conglomerate is split into three divisions, namely 
Property and Casualty insurance, Life and Health insurance and Asset 
Management with the profit split being 47%, 37% and 22% respectively. 
Based in Germany, it has strong European geographic exposure with a 
compound annual earnings and dividend growth rate of 5% over the past 
4-years. 

Altria USA Tobacco Altria is the holding company of Philip Morris, the largest tobacco company 
in the USA, with iconic brands such as Marlboro. due to corporate activity 
over time and its prior investment in SABMiller plc, Altria also holds a non-
controlling stake in AB-Inbev.

Apple USA Consumer 
Electronics

Apple needs no introduction, given that its products are so ubiquitous in our 
daily lives. Its range extends from computers to ipads, phones and watches, 
all reliant and based on their closed operating platform, which encourages 
loyalty to the brand. 

Ashtead Plc UK Industrials Based in the UK, Ashtead is a global equipment rental company servicing 
clients in the UK, the US and Canada. The US acocunts for the bulk of 
revenues, generated from the hire of equipment that ranges from small 
building tools to cranes, forklifts and specialised flooring.

Associated British 
Foods

UK Food & 
retail

One of the UK's leading food manufacturers, with operations across 
agriculture, ingredients, food and sugar (it owns Illovo Sugar in its portfolio.) 
It also owns the very successful Primark retail chain, a value clothing retailer 
with stores across the UK and Europe and the US.

Berkshire 
Hathaway

USA Financials Berkshire Hathaway is the investment company of Warren Buffett. Its core 
operations include insurance and rail assets in America, as well as a host of 
manufacturing operations. It also has a wide portfolio of listed US companies. 

Blackrock Greater 
European 
Investment Trust

UK Investment 
Trusts

Managed by Blackrock, this is a closed-end Fund that invests in Blackrock's 
best ideas across European large cap shares. It is actively managed with a 
spread of between 30 and 40 holdings. 

British Land UK Property The company is one of the UK's leading property companies, with a gross 
portfolio worth over £10 billion. Properties vary from office blocks to shopping 
centres. A solid yield and attractive development pipeline offer stable, long 
term growth.

CapGemini Inc France Technology CapGemini is a global leader in consulting, technology and outsourcing 
services. They combine top of the range technology solutions with deep 
sector expertise to implement IT projects and help clients reap efficiencies. 

Caterpillar USA USA Industrial 
Equipment

Caterpillar is synonymous with big yellow machinery used in the mining and 
construction industries. Whilst its customers operate in cyclical industries, 
Caterpillar differentiates itself through its superior service and spare parts 
network, which ensure minimum downtime and hence maximum efficiencies. 

Cisco Inc. USA Technology Cisco designs and manufactures IT equipment that forms the backbone of 
modern networks, the internet and how we connect to them. The growth 
in cloud computing is a huge opportunity as more functionality moves into 
cyberspace.

The table below contains a short description of various shares that we consider to be solid global companies and 
worthy of inclusion in clients’ portfolios. Whilst many of the companies are household names, some are less familiar. 
The aim of this table is to introduce clients to these companies to broaden your knowledge and understanding 
of how your foreign portfolio is positioned. This list is constantly updated and amended to reflect our broadening 
coverage and changes to our basket due to changes in the economic cycle.

UndersTAndIng The UnIverse
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name Country sector description

Colgate Palmolive USA Household 
Goods

Colgate is a household name in almost every corner of the world, yet despite 
the prevalence of it's main product, there is still enormous growth in oral 
hygiene as the global population continues to urbanise. In addition to oral 
care, Colgate also has interests in soap and beauty, pet food and household 
cleaning.

Constellation 
Brands

USA Consumer 
Staples

Constellation is one of the largest beverage companies in the US, with a 
portfolio spanning beer, wine and spirits. It has a high growth beer portfolio, 
and has invested heavily into cannabis in anticipation of further deregulation. 

diageo plc UK Consumer 
Staples

diageo is one of the world's leading liquor companies. It has superb brands 
across wines, beer and spirits, and is active across the globe. Some of its 
better known brands include Guinness beer, Baileys Irish Cream, Smirnoff, 
Johnny Walker, J&B and Tanqueray. 

General Mills USA Consumer 
Staples

GM is one of the largest food companies in the US, with brands such as 
Cheerio's, Old El Paso, Pillsbury and Haagen dazs. It is expanding into Asia 
and has recently expanded into pet food. It has an uninterrupted 117 year 
history of increasing its dividend.

Givaudan Switzerland Fragrances This is not a familiar name to many investors, yet we all use their products 
every day. Givaudan dominates the flavours and fragrances market - their 
products are used in foods, beverages, cosmetics, household goods etc. 
The list goes on. It is a consolidated industry with the top 4 competitors 
accounting for 66% of the industry.

GlaxoSmithKline UK Pharmaceu-
ticals

GSK has recently sold their Asian consumer drinks business (including 
brands such as Horlicks) to Unilver. It is reinvesting the proceeds (and more) 
into new cancer therapies, through the acquisition of Tesaro. This is an 
about-turn for the company, which actually sold all its oncology treatments 
about 5 years ago. 

Growthpoint 
Australia

Australia Property GOZ is the Australian subsidiary of locally listed Growthpoint Properties. 
It has a growing portfolio of commercial and industrial property across 
Australia, and offers a yield in excess of 6%.

Hammerson plc UK real Estate Hammerson is one of the UK's leading property companies, with a portfolio 
in excess of £10 billion. It has a pure retail portfolio with properties in the UK, 
France and Ireland. The management team is one of the best in the industry, 
and able to navigate the ddemand sof Brexit and the rise of online shopping.

Hastings Group 
plc

UK Financials Hastings is based in the UK, and offers direct short term insurance to the 
home, car, van and bike market in that country. OUTSurance is an anchor 
shareholder in the Group. 

Heineken Nether-
lands

Brewing One of the top 5 global brewers. Its "Heineken" brand is one of the true 
global beer brands. Importantly, the company has the best growth profile due 
to its operations in Africa and Latin America. With consolidation underway, 
Heineken stands out as an attractive alternative.

Henkel Germany Industrials Henkel is a stalwart of the German economy, and specialises in three core 
areas - laundry and homecare, Beauty, and Adhesives. Given its 140-year 
history, the Group has operations around the globe, with emerging markets 
comprising 43% of sales.

Honeywell USA Industrials Honeywell is similar to GE - a huge company but with surprising focus. It 
operates in aviation, automation and controls, transportation equipment 
and the manufacture of precision materials. For example, Honeywell makes 
many of the turbos found in modern passenger cars. A strong foundation 
has led to superb earnings and dividend growth. 

Imperial Brands UK Tobacco Imperial Brands (formerly Imperial Tobacco) is a global producer of tobacco 
products. Whilst not as big as British American Tobacco, Imperial has a strong 
franchise and good core brands. recent consolidation in the US and further 
cost cutting bode well for eps growth. The company has a commitment to 
increase its dividend by 10% p.a.
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name Country sector description

iShares Core High 
dividend ETF

USA Diversified A US-listed ETF that focuses on high dividend yielding companies in the 
S&P 500. It has 75 counters.

iShares Global 
rEIT ETF

USA Property A US-listed ETF that focuses on listed property around the world. The US 
acocunts for 65% of its assets, followed by Australia (7%), Japan (6%) and 
the UK (5%).

iShares Global 
Tech ETF

USA Technology A US-listed ETF focused on technology shares across the world. It has 110 
counters, with 76% invested in the USA.

iShares US 
Pharmaceutical 
ETF

USA Health Care A US-listed ETF focussed on pharmaceutical companies in the US. It has 37 
counters, with exposure to pharmaceuticals and biotechnology.

Johnson & 
Johnson

USA Health Care Johnson & Johnson is a familiar name to most investors, given that many use 
its products every day. The company has operations across the healthcare 
industry, from specialised hospital equipment to baby care products. A 
growing population and penetration into new markets offers years of strong 
growth.

Land Securities UK real Estate Land is the largest property rEIT in the UK. Its portfolio consists of prime 
retail property as well as a focussed London portfolio. In total, it has over 
25 million square feet of property. It trades at a significant discount to NAV, 
despite its strong pipeline and good rental growth. 

Las Vegas Sands USA Hotels & 
Gaming

Las Vegas Sands is a global operator of hotels, resorts and casinos. It has 
operations in Las Vegas and Atlantic City, but the bulk of its properties are 
now in Asia - mainly Macau, but also Singapore. 

Lloyds Banking 
Group

UK Financials Lloyds has recovered well from the GFC. It has sold off its TSB operations, 
refocused its domestic business and compensated clients for prior 
indiscretions (pension and insurance mis-selling.) The government has sold 
its entire stake. We expect the dividend profile to rise strongly over the next 
three years, which should be a precursor to a rerating.

L'Oreal France Consumer 
Staples

L'Oreal dominate the beauty industry and is by far the largest company in 
that segment. It has grown via steady acquisition, with many familiar brands 
part of their dominant portfolio. Their brands cater to all income categories, 
men and women, and are foir use at home and in salons.

EssilorLuxottica Italy Luxury 
goods

The merger with Essilor is now complete. The combined entity designs, 
manufactures and distributes traditional and designer eyewear, and 
frames. It is also one of the largest manufacturers of prescription lenses. It 
manufactures many brands of sunglasses (its own brands and others under 
licence), and retails them through its Sunglasses Hut stores around the 
world. 

Garrett Motion 
Inc

USA Industrials Unbundled from Honeywell last year, Garrett is a leader in automobile 
technology, including turbochargers, electric boosting, and the 
necessary software behind it all. 

Microsoft USA Technology Microsoft is another technology behemoth that needs no introduction, given 
that most of us use their products every day. A successful change in their 
licencing / billing model and expansion into cloud and internet services has 
enhanced their dominance.

Nestlé Switzerland Consumer 
Staples

Nestle is a truly global company with operations spanning 197 countries. It's 
focus is on nutrition, wellness and health, and a constant flow of innovation. 
Its products are in food, confectionary, ice cream and diary, and pet food. 
Last year it reduced its stake in L'Oréal to focus its attention on skin care.

Newell 
rubbermaid

USA Consumer 
Staples

renowned for their yellow dish-washing gloves, Newell has been around 
for many years, but its portfolio extends far beyond the kitchen sink. It has a 
wide footprint in stationery, baby goods, tools and household care products 
- items we all use every day.
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name Country sector description

Pandora denmark Luxury 
goods

Pandora is a jewellery manufacturer and retailer, specialising in braclets, 
charms, and necklaces. Its products are extremely popular with teenagers 
and young adults. It has a vertically integrated operation, with 2,200 stores 
around the world. 

Ping An Insurance 
Group

Hong Kong Financials Ping An is one of the largest financial groups in China. It has a diversified 
base of operations, but is domiannt in life and short term insurance, as well 
as banking and asset management. It has a JV with discovery Health to 
promote the Vitality product in China, which is seeing rapid growth.

Prologis Inc. USA real Estate Prologis is based in the USA and focuses primarily on logistics and 
warehousing property in America, Europe and Asia. It has a portfolio of 2,900 
properties across 21 countries. It has shown good growth in distributions 
recently and offers a compelling yield relative to US-based alternatives.

reckitt Benckiser UK Consumer 
Staples

reckitt Benckiser is a global consumer company producing many of the 
items that stock our grocery and kitchen cupboards. In addition, it also 
produces some over-the-counter medicines. Like Unilever, it has strong 
brands and good growth into new emerging markets.

royal dutch Shell 
B

UK Energy Royal Dutch Shell is an old fashioned oil company. It produces, refines and 
sells oil / petrol across the world. The "B" shares trade at a slightly higher 
price, but are exempt from dividends Tax, which makes them attractive. 

rio Tinto plc UK Mining rio Tinto, along with Anglo, BHP Billiton and Glencore, make up the world's 
largest mining companies. rio has a strong presence in coal, iron ore and 
copper. The balance sheet has been repaired leaving the company hugely 
cash generative.

royal Unibrew denmark Brewing Headquartered in denmark, royal Unibrew dominates the beverage market 
in Northern Europe, through its production of beer, malt beverages, soft 
drinks and ciders. Outside of their core markets, they also have a strong 
presence in Germany, Italy and in major cities in Europe and North America. 

Schneider Electric France Industrials Schneider manufactures various electrical infrastructure products used in 
home and building construction, as well as a suite of renewable energy 
solutions and It technology to integrate them into the Grid. Based in France, 
it operates in over 100 countries spanning developed and emerging markets.

Schroders Asset 
Management

UK Financials Schroders, a leading UK asset management firm, manages assets of £350 
billion. Unlike Aberdeen, it has a more balanced portfolio across developed 
markets with a good spread of both retail and institutional clients. That 
makes it more resilient to market fluctuations.

Simon Property 
Group

USA Property Simon is the largest global property company, with a market capitalisation 
of $60 billion. It is a pure retail fund, with the bulk of its assets (92%) in the 
USA. It has a small, but growing, presence in Europe and Asia.

Singapore 
Telecomms

Singapore Telecoms Singapore Telecomms dominates the fixed line market in Singapore 
(Singapore's Telkom), but also has a strong cellular presence across Asia 
(Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia and Australia), and through its investment 
in Bharti, a presence in growth markets of India and Africa. 

Standard Life 
Aberdeen

UK Financials SLA has transformed itself from a typical life assurer to a capital-efficent 
asset manager operating in multiple geographies. The merger with Aberdeen 
has cemented it as one of the largest independent asset managers in the 
world, with a wide capability across multiple asset classes. 

Symrise Germany Fragrances Symrise is a diversified chemicals company that focusses primarily on 
producing flavours and fragrances for the world's various consumer 
companies. Its range of products span perfume oil, cosmetics raw materials, 
aromas and flavourings. It operates in a competitive market dominated by a 
few large global companies, wiith high barriers to entry. 

Tencent Holdings Hong Kong Social 
 Media

Tencent is the listed subsidiary of locally listed Naspers. It dominates online 
gaming and social chat (wechat) and has successfully demonstrated its 
ability to monetize products. It is constantly innovating and investing in 
new technologies - the latest being banking - to further dominate the online 
presence in China and Asia.
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name Country sector description

Unibail rodamco France Property Unibail rodamco is Europe's largest property company, with a focus mainly 
on retail properties across continental Europe. It has superb assets and a 
well regarded management team that continues to extract value and deliver 
growth, despite the weak environment. The high yield adds to the appeal.

Unilever plc UK Consumer 
Staples

Unilever is a global consumer company producing many of the items that 
stock our grocery and kitchen cupboards. It has strong brands which are 
being extended into new categories (dove soap to deodorant for example). 
The push into new emerging markets offers plenty of growth.

Visa Inc. USA Financials VISA is a household name across the world and is synonymous with global 
payment systems for credit and debit cards. It is based in the US, where 
profits still dominate, but its reach extends to almost every corner of the 
world.

Vodafone UK Telecoms Vodafone is the parent company of locally listed Vodacom. It is one of the 
largest telecoms operators in the world, with direct operations in Europe, 
Africa, India and Australia, and associate operations across the North 
America, Asia, and Brazil.

Walmart Stores USA retail Walmart needs little introduction. It is one of the world's largest retailers, and 
drove the wave of mass merchandising across the USA. It generates the 
bulk of its profits from America, but also has operations in Mexico, the UK, 
and a stake in locally-listed Massmart. 

Walt disney Inc USA Media disney is a household name across the world, famous for its enduring 
family-orientated proggramming and theme parks. It has recently opened 
disneyLand Shanghai, which promises to be hugely popular. It's movie and 
TV offering remains sound, with a solid pipeline of new and exciting content. 
disney also owns the Star Wars franchise, with the latest movie currently on 
the circuit and breaking all records. 

Wells Fargo & Co USA Financials Wells Fargo is one of the oldest financial services groups in the USA, and 
is often depicted in old western movies. It is a retail bank with operations 
across the US, spread across retail and corporate banking, along with 
ancillary services such as insurance and investments. It does not have an 
investment banking division.

Yum! Brands USA Fast Food Yum! is the owner of the KFC, Pizza Hut and Taco Bell global fast food 
chains. 

noTes
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disclaimer:
The information contained in this newsletter comes from sources believed to be reliable, but Harvard House Investment Management (Pty) Ltd , Harvard 
House Financial Services Trust, and Harvard House, Chartered Accountants (collectively known as the Harvard House Group), do not warrant its completeness 
or accuracy.  Opinions, estimates and assumptions constitute our judgment as of the date hereof and are subject to change without notice.  Past performance 
is not indicative of future results.  This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. Any investor who 
wishes to invest with the Company should seek additional advice from an authorized representative of the firm. The Company accepts no liability whatsoever 
for any loss or damages whatsoever and howsoever incurred, or suffered, resulting, or arising, from the use of this newsletter. The contents of this newsletter 
does not constitute advice as contemplated in the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act (FAIS) of 2002.
 

 
Harvard House Investment Management (Pty) Ltd*, Licence no: 675  
Harvard House Financial Services Trust*, Licence no: 7758
Harvard House Insurance Brokers*, License no.  44138
Harvard House, Chartered Accountants
* Authorised financial service providers in terms of FAIS (2002)

For more information on the range of products and 
services offered by Harvard House Investment 
Management and its associated companies (including 
Harvard House, Chartered Accountants), or for any 
financial advice, please contact the Company at:

hArvArd hoUse groUP
G 3 Harvard Street, Howick, 3290, South Africa

+ P.O. Box 235, Howick, 3290, South Africa

( +27 (0) 33 330 2164

7 +27 (0) 33 330 2617

@ admin@hhgroup.co.za

W www.hhgroup.co.za

ConTaCT dETaIlS:

InsIghT semInArs
After a few sessions focused on market trends and topical 
issues, our next seminar reverts to a financial planning 
theme, where we will discuss and analyze some common 
investment myths. 

Please rSVP to Clare Mitchell on 033 3302164 or 
clarem@hhgroup.co.za.

nATAl mIdlAnds
Topic: Addressing some investment 

myths
Date: 10th October 2019
Venue: Fernhill Hotel

Midmar / Tweedie  road
(almost opposite entrance to 
Midmar

Morning Time: 10am for 10.30am
Evening Time: 5.30pm for 6pm

JohAnnesbUrg
Topic: Addressing some investment 

myths
Date: 24th October 2019
Venue: rosebank Union Church, Cnr 

William Nichol and St Andrews 
road, Hurlingham

Morning Time: 7am for 7:30am


